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Principal’s Report 
Education Week 

Education Week is quickly approaching. We have a number of special activities planned, incorporating this year’s 

theme of ‘Celebrating Careers’. 

One important date to mark in your diary is the Open Night which will be held on Wednesday 22nd May between 

6:30pm and 7:30pm. This is an opportunity to visit classrooms and enjoy a performance by our senior choir. 

There will also be an Open Morning on Tuesday 21st May from 9am to 9:45am where parents are invited to visit their 

child’s classroom. 

We look forward to seeing everyone there.  

Mother’s Day Stall 

The Mother’s Day stall is always a special event with students enjoying the opportunity to go ‘shopping’ and search 

for that perfect gift. This year was no exception with a wide variety of items available.   

The stall would not be possible without the support of our wonderful Family and Friends Network. Volunteers at the 

stall included Kath, Anna, Kylie, Deb, Kathy, Leanne, Nikki and Claire. Many hours were spent planning, purchasing 

and supervising the stall and we thank everyone involved for their contribution.  

Our next Family and Friends meeting is scheduled for 9am on Tuesday 28th May. All members of our community are 

welcome.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Dates 

May 
Monday 20th          District Cross Country 

Tuesday 21st          Open Morning @9am 

Wednesday 22nd   Education Week Open Night @6:30pm 

 

Tuesday 28th           Subway Lunch  

                                  Year 4 Coding Incursion 

 

Wednesday 29th      Japanese Day 

Friday 31st                Year 3 Coding Incursion  

 

June 
Wednesday 5th       Foundation 2020 Meet and Greet 

                                  9:15am to 10:15am 

 

Monday 10th           Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday 

Friday 21st               Student Free Day 

                                  Student reports available to parents 

Monday 24th           Subway Lunch 

                                  Parent Teacher Interviews  

                                  3:45 to 8:00pm 

Wednesday 26th    Parent Teacher Interviews  

                                 3:45 to 5:00pm 

Friday 28th              End of Term 2 – 2:30pm Dismissal 



 

 

Excursions and Incursions 

It has been a busy fortnight across the school with a number of year levels 

involved in either an excursion or incursion. Our Foundation students explored 

the Zoo while Year One and Two students visited Healesville Sanctuary. Students 

in Years Five and Six 

participated in a 

Starlab Science 

session. These types 

of experiences are 

always powerful and 

complement the 

activities presented 

in class.   

2020 Foundation Information Evening 

Thank you to our new and existing families who attended last week’s 2020 Foundation Information Evening. We 

hope you found the presentation informative and it answered any questions you may have about the Foundation 

program.   

It may seem early in the year, but we have started the process of planning for 2020. We continue to have high levels 

of interest in our school and I expect demand to exceed the number of places we can offer.  

If you have a sibling that will be commencing school in 2020, could I please ask you to visit the office and collect an 

enrolment form.   

Please feel free to come and see me should you have any questions regarding the enrolment process.  

Holiday Program 

In recent months, a subcommittee of school council have gone through a detailed and thorough process to 

determine the best path forward for our school in regards to our holiday program. This involved receiving and 

reviewing proposals from different providers and determining which one best meets the needs of our school.  

I can confirm that we have now partnered with Team Kids. In the coming weeks we will provide further information 

detailing their program, how to enrol, their philosophy and beliefs. This is an exciting new chapter for our school.  

Fundraising 

Thank you to all the parents who have offered to assist at this weekend’s election BBQ. Your support is greatly 

appreciated.  

We do have one additional BBQ this year where we will be seeking assistance. On Saturday 15th June we have the 

opportunity to run a sausage sizzle at Bunnings in Chirnside Park. We will send further information shortly asking for 

volunteers. The funds raised from both BBQs will go towards our new stage and outdoor learning space. Plans for 

this new area are progressing smoothly with the architect’s drawings nearing completion.  

NAPLAN 

You may have seen the recent media reports in regard to technical difficulties being experienced by schools 

administering NAPLAN online. Our school was one of the schools selected to transition to online NAPLAN in 2019. As 

a school, we have put in a series of measures to ensure each child has the best possible opportunity to complete the 

NAPLAN assessments. While we have experienced some of the difficulties reported in the media, we have generally 

been able to minimise any interruptions.  

 

 



 

 

 New Laptops 

We are continuing to replace and systematically upgrade our school equipment. As part of this process, we took 

delivery of 70 new laptops that will be spread across the Junior and Middle School. I am sure our students will enjoy 

using the new technology.    

 
Andrew Moore  

Principal 

 

Fifteen Important Phrases You Need to Say 
to Your Child 

Life gets tough and is quite busy sometimes and it is very easy to think 

about all of the stresses of life and forget that the little people in our lives 

are watching and learning from everything we do. Whilst we can argue 

the positives and negatives of ICT and social media, this post was a nice 

little reminder of the important things I need to tell my boys. I like it so 

much I thought I would share. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did. 

Have a great fortnight, 

Shannon Young 

Assistant Principal 

 

Foundation News  

Last week, our students thoroughly 

enjoyed attending our excursion to 

the Royal Melbourne Zoo. We were 

incredibly fortunate to have a 

beautiful sunny day to explore the 

zoo and it certainly brightened 

everyone’s spirits. The excursion 

was an integral part of our Science 

unit ‘Amazing Animals’ because it provided our students with an opportunity to 

investigate the physical features animals have and how they are suited to their 

natural environment.  

Our students actively participated in the Wild Explorer’s sessions where 

they had an opportunity to handle either a corn snake, blue tongue lizard 

or tortoise. The zookeepers highlighted each animal’s physical features 

and explained how they foraged for food. Then we moved to a ‘hands on’ 

session in the Wild Explorer’s activity section where the students arranged 

props to form the life cycle of a frog or they studied and compared the 

eggs of different animals. Our students loved creating habitats for various 

animals and using their binoculars and magnifying glasses to study their 

features.  



 

 

We then spent the rest of the time exploring the zoo and we were very proud 

of our students when they had the opportunity to share what they had learnt 

about Corroboree frogs with our guide and there was no doubt she was 

suitably impressed by their enthusiasm and general knowledge. We had 

studied the elephants before our visit so it was wonderful to see them using 

their trunk to spray dirt and water over their bodies. Some children were 

shocked to discover how agile the elephants were as they balanced on the 

steps. Our exploration of the butterfly enclosure highlighted the humid 

conditions necessary to breed butterflies. However, the seals and the 

meerkats captivated our students who loved watching their movements and 

behaviours. When we returned to school the children shared what they learnt 

and there is no doubt the excursion was a valuable learning experience for all. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank our wonderful band of parent 

helpers who not only supervised our students but also carried lunch baskets 

from one end of the zoo to the other. Due to their tireless efforts we were able to see a huge range of animal 

enclosures.  

 

During our reading sessions, our students have continued to study information 

texts related to animals. They have explored the features of information texts 

such as the contents page, index, diagrams, sub headings and the structure of 

the text. Last week the students labelled diagrams of butterflies and koalas. 

After watching a video about Corroboree frogs they wrote their own non-

fiction text highlighting facts they had learnt in their own words, which you will 

have an opportunity to see when you visit our classrooms during the open 

evening next week.  

In Mathematics, this week we are focussing on positional language such as 

above, beside, below and around. Our students are discussing positional 

language vocabulary and the various applications, for example you could stand 

on a ladder, turn on a lamp or there could be a spider on a web. We are also 

using books such as Rosie’s Walk by Pat Hutchins to reinforce positional 

language and to develop their ability to follow instructions. 

We have already had three successful P.M.P sessions so far. Our students have worked in small groups and have 

rotated around seven stations. During the sessions, they were very busy developing the gross motor skills of 

jumping, balancing, climbing, eye tracking, locomotion, balance, fitness, eye-hand coordination, body awareness and 

laterality. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to invite you to visit the Foundation classrooms during our open morning 

and evening to celebrate Education Week next week. Our students love showing their loved ones their work. You will 



 

 

also have an opportunity to see the types of activities we offer so why not come along, we are looking forward to 

seeing you.  

Junior School  

Year 1 

This week we had a fabulous excursion to Healesville 

Sanctuary. We thoroughly enjoyed seeing the animals, 

describing their appearance, their habitats and needs. The 

Birds of Prey show was a highlight of the day. Many amazed 

faces and new facts were discovered! The day enhanced our 

Science work beautifully, as well as us having lots of exercise 

from all the walking! Hopefully they slept well for you on 

Tuesday night. A few were nearly asleep on the bus! 

In Literacy, our continued focus on information reports has 

helped us to research and organise facts about the creatures 

we saw at the Sanctuary. We`ve also been focusing on 

creating specific published pieces of writing that will be 

displayed soon around the classroom and on the whole 

school writers` wall near the office.  

In Maths, we`ve begun a unit on direction and location. This again worked brilliantly with our 

map work in school and at the Sanctuary. Some of the students amazed us with their ability 

to find a location and read a map for directions. 

Year 2 

In Year 2 we are continuing our studies on 
information reports. In Reading, students have 
been collecting facts from research in books and on 
the internet. They have each picked a country to 
work on and are finding out where that country is 
in the world, a little about its culture and what you 
can see and do in these countries. Students have 
enjoyed finding facts and are working hard to 
determine the important information. In Writing, students have been 
writing their facts into their own words and recording them into a planner 
which will help them complete their final information report. 
 
In Maths, the Year 2 students have been focusing on Chance. They have 

been thinking about the probability of outcomes that can occur in our everyday lives using vocabulary such as likely, 
unlikely, even chance, possible and impossible. Students have completed a range of hands on activities using 
resources such as spinners, dice rolls and bag pulls. 
 
This past week students visited Healesville Sanctuary which has 
supported them in their Science topic of lifecycles. Students got to 
explore the Sanctuary in small groups, witnessing shows such as the 
Tales from Platypus Creek and the Spirts of the Sky show.  We had 
the opportunity to view the lifecycles of not only the animals at the 
Sanctuary but also the trees within their lands. Students got to pat a 
dingo, feed birds, watch a vet take swab testings from a snake and 
feel the skin and fur of a brushed tailed possum. We all had a 
fantastic day! 



 

 

Middle School   

Year 3  

In reading, students have been reading a range of articles and using their knowledge of text structure to 
identify the genre. Students have been answering questions and providing evidence to support their 
answers.  

This week students have finished their persuasive texts unit. Students have worked extremely hard over 
the weeks to improve their knowledge of the structure, their purpose and use of persuasive devices. In 
their final piece for the unit, students wrote a piece to persuade their parents to take them on a holiday of 
their choice. Students clearly stated their opinion, gave reasons and examples to support them and wrote a 
conclusion to sum up.  

Over the past three weeks, students have been developing their knowledge of multiplication and division. 
Students have also been investigating number sentences and practicing the automatic recall of their 2, 5 
and 10 times tables. Students then explored the inverse function; division. Students recognised and 
represented division facts in equal groups to solve simple equations.  

 

Year 4 

As a level we have been reading a variety of biographies and discussing the purpose. Students have been 
skimming a text to gain an overall understanding and scanning to find specific information. 

Students have been researching and writing their biographies on a famous person.  They have been 
broadening their highlighting and note taking skills.  Students were reminded not to highlight big 
paragraphs of text, but rather skim and read for important words and information.  They created their own 
sub-headings for chronological events of their chosen person’s life, e.g. Early life, Schooling, Adult Life, 
Achievements and Legacy. We looked up biographies of famous people on the Croydon Library online 
catalogues during ICT which the children really enjoyed.  We even wrote down the call number of books so 
we could find them at our local library! 

Students have been using their times tables knowledge over the past few weeks when learning to multiply 
large numbers. They have also applied their understanding of factors and multiples when solving division 
equations. We encourage parents to continue to work with their children on developing automatic recall of 
the times tables.  

We should go on a family holiday to Bali 

By Austin L 3c 

Wouldn’t you love to wake up to see the beautiful sunrise in the morning? The beautiful 
red, orange and sometimes yellow out the window. We could see all this beautiful stuff 
in Bali.  

Firstly, it’s an amazing place. It has so many awesome places to take pictures. It’s a 
special trip because we could try new things and try new games.  

Secondly, we would have heaps of time to take a break. Now we won’t be so busy and you 
know how busy we are. Really busy. So now we won’t need to be busy, we can relax.  

Lastly, it has spectacular places to visit. It has amazing beaches and awesome pools. It 
also has beautiful waterfalls.  

In conclusion, I strongly believe we should go to Bali.  
 



 

 

Senior School  

Literacy: Writing 

In Writing we are switching our focus towards information texts. Our goals for this unit include being able to: 

● Identify the purpose of an information report.  

● Write a range of information reports using the correct structure. 

● Use appropriate language features of information reports. 

Please remember to check out our students’ writing on the writing display at the office and also in respective Year 
5/6 classrooms. 

Literacy: Reading 

In Reading we are switching our focus towards information texts and summarising/synthesising. Our goals for this 
unit include being able to: 

● Describe the structure and features of an information text. 

● Summarise an information text. 

● Synthesise an information text. 

● Identify the difference between summarising and synthesising. 

● Summarise and synthesise with our own ‘Just Right’ texts. 

Winter Interschool Sports 

Unfortunately our first round of Winter Interschool Sports was cancelled due to poor weather. That match will be 
rescheduled for a later date this term. Winter sports included this year are: Football, Soccer, Netball and Newcomb. 

Our Year Six students and selected Year Five students will participate in the next of the fixtured matches on Friday 
24th May against St. Mary’s Primary School. We will be traveling to St. Mary’s. Parents are encouraged to come and 
support their children. Students are reminded to wear their sports tops (if they have one) and appropriate footwear. 

Homework Reminder 

This is a reminder to families and students regarding homework. We have been impressed with a large portion of 
students and the quality of the homework returned. 

Homework presents a learning opportunity for the students and develops students’ independence and 
organisational skills, as well as reinforcing the learning they undertake in the classroom.  

We expect students to take pride in the presentation of their homework and complete the set tasks as discussed in 
the classroom. This includes Mathletics, Spelling tasks, Integrated tasks and Reading. If there are any concerns, 
please contact your child’s teacher. 

 

Premiers Reading Challenge  

The Premiers’ Reading Challenge will begin on the 20th of May and finish on the 6th of 

September. Students are encouraged to read as many books as they can to complete the 

challenge within and outside of the classroom. Students in Foundation to Year 2 are 

encouraged to read or ‘experience’ 30 books with their parents/guardians and teachers, 

while students in Year 3 to Year 6 are challenged to read age appropriate 15 books. We 

are looking forward to tallying how many books we can read as a school. 



 

 

Numeracy at Ruskin Park  

Maths Challenge: 

‘Bringing mathematics back to life for school children involves giving them a sense of 

living mathematics. When students are given opportunities to ask their own 

questions and to extend problems into new directions, they know mathematics is 

still alive, not something that has already been decided and just needs to be memorized.’ (Jo Boaler, 2009) 

Here is our fortnightly challenge.  Remember to hand your answers to your teacher so you get the Dojo points and 

write your name on your entry!  Happy thinking, working and developing your maths thinking … 

Setting the table 

I can only find 12 pieces of cutlery. How many children can have dinner if we’re to have soup, then sausages and 
vegetables? How did you work this out? Is there more than one answer? 

Japanese Day 

On Wednesday, May 29 we will be having a Japanese Day at Ruskin Park Primary 

School. 

Normal classes will not be running and for the entire day 

students will take part in Japanese cultural activities. We are 

inviting students to dress up in something ‘Japanese’ so please 

give some thought to what your child might wear on the day. 

We will be starting the day with a costume parade in the gym, 

which parents are invited to attend. There will be some small prizes given to the best 

Japanese costumes. 

All students will rotate through four different cultural activities. These activities will include 

fan making and origami helmets while every class will have one special activity which will 

include sumo wrestling, karate, manga drawing, character bento making or rice-ball making. 

The day will conclude with a Karate demonstration in the gym. 

We will be charging $8 per student to help cover the costs of materials and presenters. 

This event is now live on Compass.  

It should be a fantastic Japanese Day! 

Greg Brown 

Japanese Teacher 
 

eSmart 

We are all being bombarded by the negative impact that 

screentime can have on children. However it is a fact of life 

that children are using a vast array of multimedia. Knowing the benefits and how to manage healthy screentime is 

important. The link below, from raisingchildren.net.au, outlines some strategies for managing screentime for 

children aged 3 – 11 by negotiating and designing family expectations together. 

https://raisingchildren.net.au/school-age/play-media-technology/screen-time-healthy-screen-use/managing-screen-

time-3-11-years 

https://raisingchildren.net.au/school-age/play-media-technology/screen-time-healthy-screen-use/managing-screen-time-3-11-years
https://raisingchildren.net.au/school-age/play-media-technology/screen-time-healthy-screen-use/managing-screen-time-3-11-years


 

 

 
THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION 

Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity 

and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning. 

The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners 

will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future. 

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE 

Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect 

 

Earn and Learn 

As you would have read on Compass, we are 

participating in the Woolworths Earn and Learn program 

for schools in 2019. From Wednesday 1st May until 

Tuesday 25th June, for every $10 spent at Woolworths, 

you will receive a sticker which can go towards items that we can purchase for our school. There are Ruskin Park 

boxes at Woolworths Churinga and Arndale where they can be inserted or they can be placed onto the sticker sheets 

that came home recently with the eldest child. Please return the sticker sheets either when full, at the end of June or 

use the Ruskin Park boxes at the supermarkets. 

 

We would love your support with this initiative as it allows us to purchase a range of products to support our 

students both inside and outside of the classroom.  

If you have any questions, please see the office.  

Attention Parents and Guardians 
 
Staff are looking to run a range of lunchtime activities at Ruskin Park and need your help! 

We are looking for donations of board games, Lego and puzzles that are in reasonably good condition with all pieces 
included. 

Please drop off any donations to the office. 

Thank you in advance for your support.  

Happy Birthday 

These students have recently celebrated their birthdays 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matilda Brody Harry Liam Jacob 

Flick Blair Keidi Liam Alex 

Skylah Luca    



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


